In many cases, databases are incompetent to meet the requirement of the quick query identification and processing of bar codes, such as the automatic sorting system of giant logistics warehouse. Bloom filter can be faster than databases, but its high false positive rate may seriously affect the efficiency of work. Although increasing the width of bit vector and the number of hash functions can reduce the false positive rate, the effect will be not significant after a certain threshold value, and this approach will increase the cost of processing time. So, it could not be increased indefinitely. This paper presents an improved algorithm based on Bloom filter and its application in bar code recognition and processing. The bit vector of Bloom filter is divided into two parts. Every element a i could be mapped to a part of the bit vector by some hash functions. For each element to amplify the difference by g (), which makes g (a i ) = a * i , the a * i is mapped to another part of the bit vector by some hash functions too. This algorithm can significantly reduce the false positive rate of the Bloom filter, but does not increase much time and space costs.
Introduction
In many cases, the bar codes need to be quickly identified and processed in a timely manner. The traditional way is to scan the bar codes and then read the database to identify the bar codes; but on some occasions, such modern logistics warehouse of giant automatic sorting system using databases often cannot satisfy the requirement of bar codes recognition speed. Especially nowadays, with the increasing popularity of online shopping, many logistics systems are processing more and more data, which puts a lot of pressure on the database. The rapid identification of bar codes using Bloom filter is a good option. However, Bloom filter has a defect that there is a false alarm rate, which is a bad situation for the bar code's recognition system that needs to be quickly identified and processed. Even sometimes false positives can lead to a lot of later processing time costs. Although the false positive rate could be reduced by increasing the length of the bit vector of the Bloom filter and adding the number of hash functions, the cost of time and space will also be increased. However, in systems that require quick recognition, the increasing of time and space is often restricted. In addition, the algorithm implementation of various classical hash functions of Bloom filter can easily result in the ignoring of the slight difference of similar inputs, which leads to the improvement of false positive rate. The bar code itself is often very different. In this paper, an improved Bloom filter algorithm is proposed to reduce the false positive rate and ensure the speed of bar code recognition. The algorithm proposed in this paper is to reduce the false positive rate of Bloom filter. This paper is in the same direction with the author's another paper [1] . However, this paper differs from the reference [1] in the following aspects and improvements. Firstly, this paper analyzes the reasons why the classical hash functions in practical applications tend to ignore the differences of similar elements, which is why similar elements are more likely to cause conflicts. The arguments of previous articles have been based on non-existent perfect hashing functions. Secondly, a new idea is proposed in this paper, that is, the hashing process is carried out after the element has been transformed to solve the problem of high conflict rate of Bloom filter caused by approximate input elements. This transformation is the differential amplification transformation. Finally, based on the proposed algorithm, this paper presents a detailed scheme for bar code recognition and processing.
We briefly introduce the results and discussion in Section 2. In this section, the research results are briefly introduced. Bloom filter and its current common usage are discussed. We describe Bloom filters in detail, and we give a hopefully precise picture of space/computing time/error rate trade-offs. An improved algorithm is introduced. In section 3, an application scheme of the algorithm in bar code recognition is introduced. The last section is the conclusion.
Results and discussion
An improved Bloom filter is proposed in this paper. This algorithm can effectively reduce the false positive rate of Bloom filter, but it does not increase much space and time cost. Moreover, the algorithm is relatively easy to implement. This paper applies the algorithm to bar code recognition and processing and designs a specific scheme. According to the statistical effect of the test, the algorithm reduces the false positive rate and achieves better test results. At the same time, the bar code's automatic identification scheme designed in this paper has a favorable processing speed.
Bloom filters
Bloom filter [2] was proposed by Burton Howard Bloom in 1970. It is a compact data structures for probabilistic representation of a set in order to support membership queries (i.e., queries that ask: "Is element X in set Y?"). This compact representation is the payoff for allowing a small rate of false positives in membership queries. That is, queries might incorrectly recognize an element as a member of the set.
If it is needed to determine whether an element is in a collection, the traditional solution is to save all the elements and then compare them. The data structures such as linked lists, trees, and so on, are the same idea. But with the increasing of the elements in the collection, the storage space that they need becomes larger and larger, and the retrieval speed becomes slower and slower (O(n),O(logn)).
Bloom filter has the advantage that space efficiency and query time efficiency are much better than ordinary algorithms. A hash table can be used to determine whether an element is in a collection or not, and the retrieval is very efficient. Nevertheless, Bloom filter does the same thing with only one fourth or one eighth or even lower of the space complexity of the hash table approach. Bloom filter can insert elements, but nonexisting elements can be deleted. Bloom filter is impossible to have a false negative, as long as the elements exist in Bloom filter. However, Bloom filter has one major shortcoming that it can produce false positive, and the more similar elements there are, the greater the false positive rate will be.
Usage
Since Bloom proposed this theory in reference [2] , Bloom filter has been used for various purposes:
One of the most typical applications is the blacklist. Bloom filter is used to filter usernames or IP addresses, e-mails, etc. If the record is not on the blacklist, it can be passed; otherwise, it is not allowed to pass. If miscarriage of justice occurs, normal users will be judged as blacklisted users. A whitelist can be created to eliminate misjudgments.
B. Duplicate URL detection for web crawler
When a web crawler gets a URL, it needs to determine whether the URL has been accessed. The number of URL records acquired by web crawlers is often huge, which makes the storage and processing of these data more difficult. If Bloom filters are adopted in the web crawler, it can greatly reduce the storage capacity and improve the processing efficiency. If there is a misjudgment, the URL that has not been accessed will be wrongly judged to have been accessed [3] .
C. File or record lookup
The files on disks or records in databases need to be stored in Bloom filter as keys. When accessing disk files or database records, there is no need to access them directly from disks or databases. Bloom filter can be used to detect the existence of these data. If the data exist, access is initiated. It can avoid empty queries of disks or databases. If a misjudgment occurs, files or records that do not exist are misjudged to be existent. The negative effects of the misjudgment are negligible.
D. CDN (content delivery network)
CDN adopts proxy caching technology, and its proxy cache server adopts distributed cloud storage. When the CDN server is accessed, firstly, the local server will be looked for whether it has a cache or not. If not, other sibling servers will be checked. Other sibling servers' caches are stored as keywords in a Bloom filter. To avoid an empty query, the Bloom filter of the local server should be queried before going to another server. If a misjudgment occurs, a cache that does not exist will be misjudged to be existent. This has little negative impact too.
E. Others
Bloom filter also has some other common uses, such as "Web Cache Sharing," [4] "Query Filtering and Routing," [5] [6] [7] [8] "Compact Representation of a Differential File," [9] "Free Text Searching," [10] "OceanStore" [8, 11] . In summary, Bloom filter is very versatile. Over time, more new applications for Bloom filter will be developed. With the arrival of the big data era, Bloom filter will surely exert more value.
Details of Bloom filters 2.3.1 Constructing Bloom filters
There's a set of n elements. Bloom filter uses the bit vector V with length m to describe the membership information of A. Therefore, k hash functions, h 1 , h 2 , …, h k with ∀a i ∈ A, h i (a i ) ∈ {1. . m1}, are used as described below:
The following program builds a Bloom filter corresponding to set A. The bit vector V of the Bloom filter has m bits, using k hash functions h 1 , h 2 , …, h k : So, if a i is a member of set A, all bits corresponding to the hash value of a i are set to 1 in the resulting Bloom filter V. The following program tests whether an element belongs to set A:
When new elements are added to a collection, their corresponding locations are evaluated by the hash function, and the bits are set in the filter:
If two Bloom filters are to be merged, simple bitwise OR manipulation is performed between two-bit vectors:
Bloom filters-the math
One striking feature of Bloom filters is that there is a clear trade-off between filter size and error rate. It is observed that after n keys are inserted into an m-sized filter using the k hash function, the probability of a bit still being zero is:
It is assumed that all hash functions are perfect, and they evenly distribute the elements of set A throughout the space {1..M}. In practice, good results are obtained using MD5 and other hash functions [12] .
Therefore, the probability of a false positive (the probability that all k bits have been previously set) is:
The number of hash functions used in practice is not the more the better. The computational overhead of each hash function is constant. Initially increasing the number of hash functions reduces the false positive rate, but the incremental benefits of adding hash functions decrease after a certain threshold value (see Fig. 1 ).
In Fig. 1 , the Bloom filter is 32 bits per item (m/n = 32). At this point, 22 hash functions are used to minimize the false positive rate. However, adding hash functions does not significantly reduce the error rate when more than 10 hash functions have been used. Equation (2) is the basic formula of Bloom filter. Error rate (p err ), number of hash functions, and bits per entry (m/n), as long as two of these three parameters are determined, the remaining one is also determined (see Fig. 2 ).
In Fig. 2 , different rows represent different numbers of hash keys. It is worth noting that the error rate of using 32 keys is not significantly an advantage over using only 8 keys.
Equation (3) can be derived from Eq. (2). From Eq. (3), the ratio of the size of the bit vector to the number of elements is obtained. Multiply both sides of Eq. (3) by n, then the size m of the bit vector V can be
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1.E-02 obtained. In other words, as long as the number of elements, false positive rate, and hash function is determined, the size of the bit vector V can be determined accordingly.
To summarize, Bloom filter is a compact data structure for querying the existence of elements. But it has a false positive rate. To design Bloom filter, we need to weigh the error rate (conflict), the number of hash functions (driver computation overhead), and the size of bit vectors. Formula (2) is the main formula of Bloom filter, which is the analysis basis of Bloom filter.
A modified algorithm
2.3.3.1 Similar elements bring more false positives Bloom filter produces a hash value by plugging keys into the hash function. In the theoretical analysis of the Bloom filter, it is always assumed that the hash function is perfect with uniform distribution [13] . However, in reality, the perfect hash function does not exist. Whether the hash function is based on addition or multiplication or based on the shift, it is more or less likely to have some clustering of the hashing value [14] , which leads to more conflicts, especially when there are more approximations. Now, let us look at a classic hash function in Bloom filter, Bob Jenkins' functions; the algorithm is implemented as follows:
Austin Appleby released a hash function named MurmurHash in 2008. The algorithm is implemented as follows:
These are all classic hash functions, and they are all based on shifted hash functions. In the process of shift, the low and high bits are discarded. This must result in a loss of precision. For similar elements, the difference between them is small [15] . The difference bits between similar elements may be discarded by the shift operation. This leads to differences in similar elements being ignored [16] . This is also a source of false positives in the actual use of the Bloom filter. The more numbers of similar elements input, the more likely it is to produce false positives. This is determined by the function. Therefore, Bloom filter with differential amplification and rehash is proposed [17] .
Constructing new Bloom filters
There is a set A = {a 1 , a 2 , …, a n } of n elements. If a i is an element of A, mapping a i to a part of the filter by some hash functions, each element amplifies the difference by function g (), which makes g (a i ) = a * i . Bloom filters describe membership information of A using a bit vector V of length m. For this, k hash functions, h 1 , h 2 , …, h k with ∀a i ∈ A, h i (a i ) ∈ {1. . m1}, and d hash functions, f 1 , f 2 , …, f d with f j (a * ) ∈ {m1. . m} , are used as described below:
The schematic diagram of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 3 .
The following procedure builds an m bits Bloom filter, corresponding to a set A and using h 1 , h 2 , …, h k and f 1 , f 2 , …, f d hash functions: Therefore, if a i is member of a set A, in the resulting Bloom filter V, all bits obtained corresponding to the hashed values of a i are set to 1. The program to test whether the element elm belongs to Bloom filter is as follows:
The algorithm for merging two Bloom filters has not changed. The procedure to add a new element to Bloom filter is as follows:
New Bloom filter-the math
In the new Bloom filter, a * i is mapped to the latter part (m1..m) of the bit vector by d hash functions. According to the characteristics of Bloom filter, it will inevitably generate false positive rate, which is set as p' , then:
Assuming that the false positive rate of the new Bloom filter is p New-err , then: 3 Used in bar code identification and processing
Bar code processing scheme
Nowadays, bar codes are more and more widely used. In many cases, the speed of bar code processing is increasingly required, such as the sorting system of large logistics companies [18] . This section describes a bar code processing scheme based on the improved Bloom filter introduced in this article. This scheme can not only improve the processing speed of bar codes, but also reduce the false positive rate as much as possible. A bar code recognition scheme based on improved Bloom filter is presented below(shown in Fig. 4) .
In this scheme, we (1) assume the image is in the ideal state of identification and verification, (2) cut out the bar code area from a picture, and (3) properly handle the detected bar codes so that it is as ideal as possible. The ideal state is that the bar code generated by code generator has no defilement of the image, both sides of the bar code are horizontal and vertical, and the bar code is positive from left to right.
In this scenario, the bar code area needs to be cropped from the image that contains the bar code to identify the bar code from the area. The obtained bar code will be the input element of the Bloom filter. Of course, the Bloom filter adopted here is the improved Bloom filter introduced in this paper. This solution takes advantage of the high-speed feature of the Bloom filter to automatically recognize the bar code and quickly retrieve it for further processing.
The bar code area needs to be cropped out of the original image first. The cutting steps of the bar code area in an image are as follows:(1) morphology gradient operation, ignore the Y direction gradient, and focus on the X direction gradient. The grayscale image of the image was calculated separately, and the x-direction gradient was subtracted from the y-direction gradient to retain the x-direction feature and remove the y-direction interference. (2) Image blur processing and binarization; at this point, the corresponding fuzzy parameters and threshold parameters need to be adjusted to get the relatively best results. (3) Closed operation; to eliminate the black gap, dilation and erosion can be used at this point to eliminate certain areas connected to the rectangular area of the bar code. (4) Find the contour, calculate the maximum area of the contour, and fit the contour rectangle to get the final result. After cutting successfully, the image containing the bar code area can be obtained (see Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9) . After the bar code area is cropped, the bar code image needs to be corrected, preprocessed, and scanned to obtain the width of the bar and space. The bar code information is then decoded according to the width of the bar and space. The obtained bar code information can be entered into the improved Bloom filter for retrieval, and then further processing can be conducted according to the retrieval results.
A bar code is made up of several numbers, letters, or symbols, and the same company's bar codes are often only slightly different [19] . These bar codes, as input elements, are equivalent to a large number of similar keys for Bloom filter. When the hash functions of Bloom filter have some similar input elements, they may ignore the small differences, resulting in the hash function producing the same output on the similar elements and generating false positives [20] . Because a company's bar codes are easy to focus on one section, this will result in more false positives. However, each bar code is unique, and the difference between the two bar codes is certain. Therefore, the characteristic part of the bar code can be extracted for mathematical transformation to indicate the difference between similar elements magnified. Thus, the difference between the keys in the hash function of Bloom filter can be enlarged and the false positive rate can be reduced [21] .
The following two tables are illustrating the application of the scheme(see Table 1 and Table 2 ). The "a" Fig. 5 The camera captured the original image. The original image of the bar code is captured by the camera Fig. 6 Morphology gradient operation. Gradient images are calculated respectively. The X-direction gradient is used to subtract the Y-direction gradient, so that the X-direction characteristics can be retained and the interference in the Y-direction can be removed
is the original input element of the Bloom filter, and the "value of a" is the value of the bar code. The "a * " is the result of the mathematical transformation of the element "a".
Test results
A lot of testing has been carried out. According to the statistical effect of the test, the bar code identification error rate is lower when using the improved Bloom filter in the scheme, while the error rate is higher when using the classic Bloom filter in the scheme. If there are more similar bar codes in the test sample, the false positive rate will be greatly reduced. At the same time, the test results show that this scheme is faster than the traditional scheme using databases.
Conclusion
The Bloom filter produces hash values by entering keys into hash functions. In the theoretical analysis of Bloom filter, it is usually assumed that the hash functions are perfect with uniform distribution. In reality, however, the perfect hash function never exists. Sometimes, due to the particularity of the data, some hash functions have different uniform distribution of hash values due to input sample. This makes it difficult to evaluate the distribution characteristics of the hash function. So, the evaluation of the uniform distribution characteristics of the hash function is generally carried out by statistical methods. Regardless of the hash function is based on the addition, multiplication, or based on the displacement, there will be more or less hash value clustering, which leads to conflicts, especially when the input keys have more approximation. The classical Bloom filter and most of its variants are all directly hashing the elements, which cannot avoid the higher false positive rate when there are more approximations.
Therefore, an improved Bloom filter is proposed in this paper. The bit vector of Bloom filter is divided into two parts. For each element to amplify the difference by g(), which makes g(a i ) = a * i , the a * i is mapped to another part of the bit vector by some hash functions. When an element is retrieved in both parts of the bit vector, it is shown that the element exists in the Bloom filter. Because this algorithm transforms elements through the function g(), the differences between elements are magnified. This reduces the collision rate of the Bloom filter. Especially when the values of input elements are similar, the effect of reducing collision is obvious. This algorithm reduces the collision rate of the Bloom filter, but it does not add much space and time cost. Algorithm implementation is also easy. The results of the statistics are also better. The algorithm is also applied to bar code recognition and processing, and a specific scheme is designed. Because the bar codes of each company are concentrated, the input elements of Bloom filter are similar. According to the results of testing, this algorithm can effectively reduce the conflict rate of bar codes in Bloom filter. At the same time, the bar code automatic identification scheme designed in this paper has an advantage of high processing speed.
Methods
The purpose of this study is to find a method to reduce the false positive rate of Bloom filter, especially when the input contains a large number of approximate elements. The same company's bar codes are extractly the data with a small difference. This paper uses this improved Bloom filter to process the bar codes and designs a complete scheme.
An improved Bloom filter is proposed in this paper. We divide the bit vector of Bloom filter into two parts. Consider a set A = {a 1 , a 2 , …, a n } of n elements. If a i is an element of A, mapping a i to a part of the filter by some hash functions, each element to amplify the difference of g(), which makes g(a i ) = a * i . Bloom filters describe membership information of A using a bit vector V of length m. Every element a i could be mapped to a part of the bit vector by some hash functions. The a * i is mapped to another part of the bit vector by some hash functions too. When querying an element, it means that the element belongs to the set as long as it has a corresponding value for both parts of its bit vector.
In many cases, due to the requirement of processing speed, Bloom filter has to be used to deal with bar codes. However, the bar codes of the same company often differ slightly, which easily results in the increasing of the false positive rate of the Bloom filter. A complete bar code processing scheme is designed in this paper. This scheme adopts the improved Bloom filter proposed in this paper to process bar codes effectively. The improved Bloom filter proposed in this paper is used in the scheme. The scheme needs to identify the bar code and get the corresponding data. The data is then inputted as an element into the Bloom filter for looking up. If found, the bar code is the element that exists. For extremely individual elements, if something goes wrong, they could also be queried from the original database. 
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Element value is the bar code. A certain rule can be followed to amplify the differences between elements.By the k hash functions {h1, h2, ……, hk} to obtain the k bits are stored in {1 .. m1} the corresponding position 
